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Overview Description of Fouling the Nest:  

Begin by sourcing the beginning of the issue: by time traveling and seeking out the start 

of the cancer epigenetically and in the history of this life time. Do this by traveling 

backward on the rear of the channel. Track the years of life back. They feel like notches 

on a horizontal dial. 

 

Next you must install a protection for the client as a child by time traveling back to the 

original exposure and seeking out the original trauma the child experienced- physical- 

emotional- psychological or spiritual – Find a hot spot on the time line (horizontal rear 

channel) this will be related to their cancer development. 

  

Because of the original damage it is necessary to build a new photon body, or light 

body. Do this by bringing in Source Light into every single cell of the body at the age 

when poisoning begins.  

 

When this is completed it helps to describe and determine the deep root trauma by 

dowsing the approximate time of the real world trauma. Even if the client has no 

memory of that moment, the current life experience of the cancer, the diagnosis, and 

treatment will help to determine the trapped emotions in the cancer. Especially look for 

shame, embarrassment, anger, fear, and surprise or shock.  Find out how many 

emotions there are, name them and remove them from the Light Body. Monitor and 

track the release.  

 

Rebuild, restore and replenish the child. As Fouling the Nest is completed be aware 

this is a piece that can be repeated for a deeper and deeper release each time. 

It is important to note any known or suspected exposure to pollutants- Monsanto 

products such as Round Up , DDT, Radiation or other chemicals organic or inorganic. 
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There are two  basic questions to address to understand Fouling the Nest: 

I. At what time did the cancer begin to develop at a subtly intentional level? 

When did the exposure begin to impact the body? To determine this: time 

travel back into early childhood to find a date of onset.  

 

II. Determine how long the cancer has been carried in the genetic code? 

Resolving the Genetic Memory- look for ancestral exposure- that may have 

affected descendants. Track back through generations by again traveling 

backward on the channel.  

 

Fouling the Nest 

 
1. With permission, using your Edge and HazMat determine need. 

 
2. Work within triple sticky boxes- remove the inner box and replace as needed. 

 
3. Source the beginning of the issue by time traveling and seeking out the start of 

the cancer epigenetically and in the history of this life time. This location is 
referred to as the hot spot on the channel everything will build on this spot.  
 

4.  Now you must protect the child- 
a. Time travel back to the “original cancer frequency” when the exposure  

occurred  
b.  b. Look for this primary trauma related to their cancer development  

experienced in all or only one area- physically, emotionally, 
psychologically,  spiritually. Note where the damage is registered. 
(emotionally? Etc…) 

c. c. Occasionally, trapped EPA will escape as the trauma is touched. Note 
and remove the inner box.  
 

5. Vent the time line of the channel.  
a. Specifically targeting the trauma debris related to the development of the 

cancer condition.  
b. Do this by placing a vent near the grand cross out into the sticky box.  
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c. Monitor release. 
d. Seal the vent with ULL 

e. Renew box. 
 

6. Working in a fresh box-build a new Photon body- light body-  
a. Bring Source Light into every single cell of the body at the age when 

poisoning began.  
b. This activates the reprogramming of the cellular structure and starts 

developing a healthy photon/light body.  
 

7. Describe and determine the root trauma 
a.  Determine the time of the real world trauma  
b. They may not remember it- but that doesn’t matter you can determine the 

location on the horizontal channel- this enables release. 

 
8. Determine the trapped emotions in the cancer: 

a.  List them as they may have already put them out there-(such as: shock, 
shame, embarrassment, surprise)- [These emotions may change if and 
when you repeat the procedure. ] 

b. Count the number of them 
c. Name them (dowse the Word List if needed) 
d. Watch for entity fragments releasing related to the emotional charge- 

maintain sticky box  
 

9.Remove these emotions *(go back to 7 & 8 if you need to capture the info) from: 

a. The Light Body-  

b. The HEMF of all the Cells 

c. The HEMF of the Photon within the Cell 

d. Occasionally an astral fragment that is carrying the memory of the emotional 
charge will release- maintain the sticky box 

 

10. * Do this by shaking them into the sticky box  

a. Capture them with a sieve made of ULL 

b. Remove them as you capture them shaking the sieve out into the sticky box  

 

11.Pause- breathe- note relaxation and the different qualities of this release  
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12. After removing all emotions begin to rebuild by: 

a. Bringing in Source Light to restore the light body photons even more  
b. Bringing in – White Light of Cleansing-  
c. Follow with White Light of Purity  

 

13.Cleanse once more to capture any remaining debris or charge 

         a. Use the sieve again- this time move through the entire HES 

         b. Remove all debris and shake it into the sticky box  

 

14. Bring in Replenishing Energies:  

Sanctuary  

Bring in Blue Light of Healing  

Restoration of Hope  

 

15. Check the triple Sticky Box – refresh as needed 

 

16. Release the genetic imprint and memory  

a. Bring in Surrender - Monitor 

b. With a deep breath, let go of the conscious awareness of the genetic 
imprint/memory –  

c. Monitor the release as it will off-gas into the sticky box-  

d. Remove the sticky box when done  

e. NOTE: Depending on how advanced the cancer is you may have to repeat this 
off gassing release- up to 5 or 6 times- do only this step on several different 
days- Treat it as a complete procedure adding Harmonizing the Layers and IBWSIB 

 

17. Bring in Harmonizing the Layers  and Harmonizing the HEMF  

 

17. Follow with Harmonizing the Template  

18. IBWSIB- ancestral stabilization recommended 
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NOTES:  

Follow up should be within 3 days and may need to be repeated again in the first week. 

 

Repeat Fouling the Nest as a non-acute care removal when cancer has become 

chronic - repeat the entire piece each time reinforcing the idea that the release is 

deeper each time you do the procedure and that this supports healing. Dowse for the 

frequency of need. 
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